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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Class I adenylate-forming enzymes (also termed the ANL superfamily \[[@pone.0203218.ref001]\]) include aryl- and acyl-CoA synthetases, fatty acid-AMP ligases, methylmalonyl-CoA synthetases, the adenylation domain of non-ribosomal peptide synthetases, and luciferases. They represent one class in a superfamily of enzymes that carry out adenylation, the activation of a carboxylate substrate through the formation of an AMP-intermediate. A nucleophile then attacks the intermediate, releasing the AMP \[[@pone.0203218.ref002]\]. These enzymes perform a wide variety of functions such as fatty acid metabolism, detoxification of halogenated aromatic compounds, antibiotic synthesis, and bioluminescence \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]--[@pone.0203218.ref007]\]. Two other classes of adenylate-forming enzymes exist: class II includes aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and class III includes NRPS-independent siderophore synthesis enzymes. Neither class II or III enzymes have homologous structures to class I enzymes \[[@pone.0203218.ref002]\]. All three classes are dependent on Mg^2+^ \[[@pone.0203218.ref008]\], although the number of these ions used varies among the enzymes \[[@pone.0203218.ref009]\].

Previous sequence analysis of these enzymes revealed several highly conserved areas including the P-loop, the linker (L) motif, adenine (A) motif, gate (G) motif and the magnesium-binding site. The P-loop coordinates the phosphate-binding site allowing for cleavage of ATP by the substrate, forming an AMP-intermediate and a pyrophosphate leaving group. The L motif joins the larger amino-terminal and smaller carboxy-terminal domains, allowing for movement of these domains depending on the bound substrate. The A motif contains critical residues for binding the adenine moiety in ATP/AMP. The G motif includes the gate residue that controls substrate access to the fatty acid binding site in long chain fatty acyl-CoA synthetases (LACSs) \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. The magnesium-binding site coordinates the magnesium ion that neutralizes the charge of ATP as well as the pyrophosphate leaving group, stabilizing each \[[@pone.0203218.ref002]\].

These enzymes have a conserved structure of two domains that undergo changes in orientation depending on the molecule bound in the active site (termed domain alternation), resulting in one large functional domain that can selectively catalyze adenylation or thioesterification reactions \[[@pone.0203218.ref001]\] ([Fig 1](#pone.0203218.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In human medium chain fatty acyl-CoA synthetase (MACS) the enzyme begins the reaction in the adenylate conformation. Using a bi-uni-uni-bi ping-pong mechanism \[[@pone.0203218.ref001]\] the fatty acid substrate and ATP bind to this conformation. The pyrophosphate of ATP prevents conformational change through interactions with the P-loop and a conserved lysine (Lys557 in human MACS). Formation of the fatty acyl-AMP intermediate and release of the pyrophosphate allows a 140° rotation of the flexible linker and a repositioning of the carboxy-terminal domain to form the thioesterification conformation. The acid anhydride bond between the acyl group and AMP provides the energy for the thioesterification reaction. In this thioesterification conformation CoA can bind to react to form fatty acyl-CoA and release the AMP \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. This domain alternation appears unique to these adenylate-forming enzymes \[[@pone.0203218.ref001]\].

![Carboxy-terminal domain rotation in human MACS, aligned using the j-FATCAT rigid algorithm.\
The adenylation conformation is shown in blue (PDB ID: 3DAY) with APC, an ATP analog, bound. The thioesterification conformation is shown in red (PDB ID: 2WD9) with ibuprofen (IBP) bound. The amino-terminal domain is well aligned in both conformations (top), but it is the carboxy-terminal domain (bottom) that moves via the flexible linker motif.](pone.0203218.g001){#pone.0203218.g001}

One type of class I adenylate-forming enzyme is fatty-acyl CoA synthetase (ACS). There are several subtypes based upon preferred fatty acid substrate length. These include short-chain ACS (SACS, EC 6.2.1.1) which prefer substrates with 2--4 carbons, medium-chain ACS (MACS, EC 6.2.1.2) which prefer substrates with 4--12 carbons and long-chain ACS (LACS, EC 6.2.1.3) which prefer substrates with 12--22 carbons. These enzymes are critical to fatty acid metabolism by activating fatty acids through esterifying CoA to the carboxyl group to form fatty acyl-CoAs, via the adenylate intermediate \[[@pone.0203218.ref003],[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Acetyl-CoA synthetase is a SACS present in all organisms that converts acetate to acetyl-CoA to help ensure sufficient levels of this critical metabolite \[[@pone.0203218.ref010]\]. Mammalian LACSs also influence various cellular activities including protein transport and acylation \[[@pone.0203218.ref011],[@pone.0203218.ref012]\] and cell signaling \[[@pone.0203218.ref013]\], among others. In *Candida albicans* LACSs are necessary for cellular metabolism during the formation of biofilms \[[@pone.0203218.ref014]\]. A study \[[@pone.0203218.ref015]\] has also shown that expression of a LACS in *Streptomyces coelicolor* is required for antibiotic production. Conversely, disruption of LACS function has decreased the virulence of several bacterial species, including *Vibrio cholerae* \[[@pone.0203218.ref016]\], *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhi \[[@pone.0203218.ref017]\] and *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* \[[@pone.0203218.ref018]\]. Mutations in LACSs in *Haemophilus parasuis* also decreased survival and increased antibiotic sensitivity \[[@pone.0203218.ref019]\].

Several other class I enzymes also act through adenylate adducts to generate a thioester CoA product. Methylmalonyl-CoA synthetase (MMCS) converts malonate to malonyl-CoA, likely during malonate conversion to acetyl-CoA. Malonate appears to be an important growth substrate in nitrogen-fixing nodules associated with plant roots \[[@pone.0203218.ref020]\]. Aryl-CoA ligases (ACLs) catalyze the joining of aromatic compounds to CoA. For example, the well-studied 4-chlorobenzoate:CoA ligase (CBL) assists in aromatic degradation by converting 4-chlorobenzoate and ATP to 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA and AMP through an adenylated intermediate \[[@pone.0203218.ref004],[@pone.0203218.ref021],[@pone.0203218.ref022]\]. In plants aryl-CoA ligases are involved in the synthesis of flavonoids, anthocyanins and lignin \[[@pone.0203218.ref023]\].

Luciferases (EC 1.13.12.7) in fireflies and luminous beetles also share a common structure with these other adenylate-forming enzymes. In the phenomenon of bioluminescence luciferases react luciferin with ATP to form an adenylated intermediate. Unlike most of the superfamily that would then proceed to a thioesterification reaction, the luciferyl-AMP reacts with O~2~ in an oxidative decarboxylation to form AMP, CO~2~ and emit a photon of light, typically in the yellow-green wavelength \[[@pone.0203218.ref024]\]. A S286N mutation in *Luciola cruciata* luciferase shifts the emission wavelength to red \[[@pone.0203218.ref025]\]. However, under anaerobic conditions the luciferyl-AMP intermediate can react with CoA to form luciferyl-CoA \[[@pone.0203218.ref026]\]. In fact, luciferases appear to also act as LACSs, preferring substrates such as linolenic and arachidonic acids \[[@pone.0203218.ref027]\]. In addition, a single mutation of Ser345 in *Agrypnus binodulus* ACS allowed for luminescent activity \[[@pone.0203218.ref028]\]. Bioluminescence occurs in several organisms including bacteria, dinoflagellates, jellyfish, crustaceans, insects and fish. It is believed that bioluminescence may have convergently evolved up to thirty times \[[@pone.0203218.ref029],[@pone.0203218.ref030]\].

Another family member is the adenylate-forming domain of non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs). Bacteria and fungi possess NRPSs to synthesize antibiotic peptides such as cyclosporin A, gramicidin S \[[@pone.0203218.ref007]\], enterobactin \[[@pone.0203218.ref031]\], tyrocidine \[[@pone.0203218.ref032]\] and acinetobactin \[[@pone.0203218.ref033]\]. NRPSs have multiple components which each add a single amino acid to the antibiotic peptide. Each module has an adenylation domain that shares homology to class I adenylate-forming enzymes. This domain takes the amino acid and ATP and forms an amino acyl-AMP intermediate. For the thioesterification step, a peptidyl carrier protein (PCP) domain, instead of free CoA, is used to form a thioester to the amino acid and release AMP. This amino acyl moiety is finally added to the peptide using an unrelated condensation domain, without the involvement of ribosomes \[[@pone.0203218.ref001],[@pone.0203218.ref034]\]. A study of NRPS mutants in *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* suggests the NRPS product cyclodipeptides affect bacterial quorum sensing and root development in plants \[[@pone.0203218.ref035]\]. Fatty acid-AMP ligases (FAALs) form a fatty acyl-AMP intermediate from a fatty acid and ATP, similar for ACSs. However, in a process analogous to NRPSs the fatty acyl group is transferred to an acyl carrier protein component of the enzyme polyketide synthase. This pathway helps to generate lipids associated with virulence in organisms like *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* \[[@pone.0203218.ref036],[@pone.0203218.ref037]\].

A large number of sequences and representative tertiary structures are available for each type of class I adenylate-forming enzyme. There has not been an extensive study that has compared these enzymes. The goal of this research was to align a large number of protein sequences for each homologue. We then attempted to identify and confirm the conserved structural and functional roles of residues and sequence motifs in all of these enzymes. Phylogenetic analysis was used to examine family relationships and identify enzyme groups for further analysis. Group entropy analysis and other methods indicated group-specific conservations for each enzyme homologue, identifying key residue positions that may help to determine the unique function of each enzyme.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

The procedure used here was analogous to the procedure we previously published \[[@pone.0203218.ref038],[@pone.0203218.ref039]\]. The project initially began by obtaining the amino acid sequences and tertiary structures of *Luciola cruciata* luciferase (PDB ID: 2D1R), *Brevibacillus brevis* gramicidin synthase phenylalanine-activating domain (PDB ID: 1AMU), *Thermus thermophilus* long chain fatty acyl-CoA synthetase (PDB ID: 1V25), human medium chain fatty acyl-CoA synthetase (PDB ID: 2WD9 & 3DAY), *Alcaligenes* 4-chlorobenzoyl:CoA ligase (CBL, PDB ID: 3CW9), *Salmonella enterica* acetyl-CoA synthetase (PDB ID: 1PG3), *Rhodopseudomonas palustris* methylmalonyl-CoA synthetase (PDB ID: 4FUQ), *Methanosarcina acetivorans* acyl-adenylate synthetase (PDB ID: 3ETC), *Legionella pneumophila* fatty acid-AMP ligase (PDB ID: 3KXW), *E*. *coli* fatty acid-AMP ligase (PDB ID: 3PBK), *Acinetobacter baumannii* BasE (PDB ID: 3O82) and *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* FadD10 long chain fatty acyl-CoA ligase (PDB ID: 4IR7) from the RCSB Protein Data Bank. Each sequence was then used to perform a PSI-Blast \[[@pone.0203218.ref040]\] search of the non-redundant protein database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). A total of 374 amino acid sequences of class I adenylate-forming enzymes were collected with percent identities ranging from 99% to 12%. These sequences were initially aligned using T-Coffee \[[@pone.0203218.ref041]\]. To improve alignment quality, the alignment was manually adjusted using tertiary structure comparison of all structures using MAPSCI (<http://www.geom-comp.umn.edu/mapsci/>) \[[@pone.0203218.ref042]\] and through the RCSB PDB Protein Comparison Tool-jFATCAT method \[[@pone.0203218.ref043],[@pone.0203218.ref044]\] of pairs of structures as a guide. The alignment editor used was GENEDOC \[[@pone.0203218.ref045]\]. Conservations within the alignment were analyzed for structural or functional significance. Molecular visualization and distance calculations were performed using RASMOL \[[@pone.0203218.ref046]\]. Salt bridges were identified as amino and carboxylate groups that were less than 3.0Å in distance apart. Hydrogen bonds were identified as hydrophilic groups that were less than or equal to 3.3Å in distance apart. Hydrophobic interactions were identified as nonpolar atoms less than or equal to 4.5Å in distance apart. Molecular graphics were generated using Chimera \[[@pone.0203218.ref047]\]. Torsional angles were determined using MolProbity \[[@pone.0203218.ref048]\]. Analysis of conserved sequence motifs was facilitated by MEME program \[[@pone.0203218.ref049]\], and these motifs were searched against a protein database using MAST \[[@pone.0203218.ref050]\]. Group entropy analysis (GEnt) \[[@pone.0203218.ref051]\] was performed to compare SACS, ACL, FAAL, FadD10, LACS, MACS, Luciferase, MMCS and NRPS groups to each other. Evolutionary trace (<http://mordred.bioc.cam.ac.uk/~jiye/evoltrace/evoltrace.html>) \[[@pone.0203218.ref052],[@pone.0203218.ref053]\] was also performed on the entire alignment. Protein residue conservation prediction (<http://compbio.cs.princeton.edu/conservation/score.html>) \[[@pone.0203218.ref054]\] was performed on subalignments of each of the nine groups identified. Each algorithm was used using combinations of both possible backgrounds (BLOSUM62 and SwissProt) and seven possible matrices (BLOSUM62, BLOSUM35, BLOSUM40, BLOSUM45, BLOSUM50, BLOSUM80 and BLOSUM100) distributed with the program. Scores presented for Shannon Entropy and Property Entropy represent the top 25 scoring residues. For Relative Entropy and JS Divergence, residue positions reported were predicted by all distributions used. For VN Entropy and Sum of Pairs analyses, residues reported were predicted using all seven scoring matrices (BLOSUM62, BLOSUM35, BLOSUM40, BLOSUM45, BLOSUM50, BLOSUM80 and BLOSUM100) distributed with the program.

The PHYLIP suite of programs was used to generate the phylogenetic tree \[[@pone.0203218.ref055]\]. First, the alignment was trimmed using TrimAl \[[@pone.0203218.ref056]\]. 400 Bootstrapped data sets of the trimmed alignment were then generated using the SEQBOOT program. Next, distances for the data sets were determined by the PROTDIST program using the Jones-Taylor-Thornton matrix. Phylogenetic trees for each data set were generated using the NEIGHBOR program. Lastly, the unrooted consensus tree was generated using the CONSENSE program. The tree graphic was generated using FigTree (available at <http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree>). A parsimony tree was generated using 75 bootstrapped datasets using the PROTPARS program, followed by CONSENSE \[[@pone.0203218.ref055]\].

Results {#sec003}
=======

Structure and residue conservations {#sec004}
-----------------------------------

A total of 374 amino acid sequences from the class I adenylate-forming superfamily were aligned ([Fig 2](#pone.0203218.g002){ref-type="fig"}), guided by tertiary structural alignment. The entire alignment can be found in [S1 File](#pone.0203218.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Above each amino acid position column is an index number, which is numbered concurrently from the beginning of the alignment; these index numbers will be used to reference each position throughout this manuscript. The sequences used included 49 aryl-CoA ligases (ACLs), 84 luciferase sequences, 42 LACSs, 66 MACSs, 53 NRPSs, 25 acetyl-CoA synthetases (SACSs), 31 MMCSs, 17 FAALs, and 7 mycobacterial FadD10 fatty-acyl CoA ligase sequences. Five residue positions were invariant among all 374 sequences: Glu328{490}, Gly384{573}, Asp418{624}, Arg433{639} and Lys524{740} (residue positions are in *Thermus thermophilus* LACS (sequence Thethelon), unless otherwise noted, with alignment index positions in curly brackets). A total of 22 additional residues were conserved in at least 80% of the sequences aligned and 56 more residues conserved in at least 60%. A summary of the conserved residue interactions is found in [Table 1](#pone.0203218.t001){ref-type="table"}. The locations of these evolutionary conservations were also visualized using the CONSURF program \[[@pone.0203218.ref057]\] ([Fig 3A](#pone.0203218.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Highly conserved residues in the family are clustered around the active site, which is the pocket in the enzyme where the substrates are bound, while the least conserved residues are located on the enzyme surface. Residue functions were analyzed using the *Thermus thermophilus* LACS (sequence Thethelon, PDB ID: 1V25) structure, with exceptions using the *Luciola cruciata* firefly luciferase (sequence Luccruluc, PDB ID: 2D1R) structure. Residues within the active site in both *T*. *thermophilus* LACS and *L*. *cruciata* luciferase are shown in [Fig 3B and 3C](#pone.0203218.g003){ref-type="fig"}. *T*. *thermophilus* LACS structure was chosen for analysis as it had ligands, ANP and Mg^2+^, bound in its active site and also had a substrate modeled to allow for atomic distances to be measured and functions to be interpreted. In addition, the function of several conserved residues had already been proposed \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. *L*. *cruciata* luciferase structure was also chosen as it also had ligands bound in its active site to assist analysis and as it was the initial structure used in beginning the project.

![Summary alignment showing a representative sequence for each group of class I adenylate-forming enzymes.\
Sequences include *Luciola cruciata* luciferase (Luccruluc), *Alcaligenes* 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA ligase (Alcalc4b) as an ACL, *Thermus thermophilus* LACS (Thethelon), human MACS (Homsapacoa), *Brevibacillus brevis* gramicidin synthase phenylalanine-activating domain (Brebregram) as an NRPS, *Salmonella enterica* acetyl-CoA synthetase (Salentaco) as a SACS, *Rhodopseudomonas palustris* MMCS (Rhopalmco), *E*. *coli* FAAL (Ecolifaal) and *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* FadD10 long chain fatty acyl-CoA ligase (Myctubfd10). The entire alignment, which contains 374 protein sequences, is found in [S1 File](#pone.0203218.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Residue positions are colored based upon their conservation in the entire alignment as follows: red = 100% conserved, green = 80--99% conserved, and blue = 60--79% conserved. Indel (gap) positions from the entire alignment ([S1 File](#pone.0203218.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) are retained to allow correlation with index position numbers (numbers shown above the alignment columns) that are noted within the text.](pone.0203218.g002){#pone.0203218.g002}

![Conserved residues in class I adenylate-forming enzymes.\
(A) Evolutionarily conserved residue positions as determined by the CONSURF program \[[@pone.0203218.ref057]\]. Shown are front and back views (180° rotation) of *Luciola cruciata* luciferase (PDB ID: 2D1R). The bound AMP molecule (red) is shown. Residue conservation scale is from the CONSURF website. Note how most conserved positions surround the AMP in the active site. (B) Ligplot \[[@pone.0203218.ref058]\] diagram highlighting residues in the active site that contact the bound ANP (ANP666) in *T*. *thermophilus* LACS (PDB ID: 1V25). Boxes surrounding the residue names indicate conservation from the alignment: red = 100% conserved, green = 80--99% and blue = 60--79%. (C) Ligplot diagram highlighting residues in the active site that contact the bound AMP (AMP1001) and oxyluciferin (Olu2001) ligands in *L*. *cruciata* luciferase (PDB ID: 2D1R), also using color coding to highlight residue conservation.](pone.0203218.g003){#pone.0203218.g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t001

###### Interactions of selected conserved residues in adenylate-forming enzymes.

![](pone.0203218.t001){#pone.0203218.t001g}

  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Conservation   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  142     Met61                                                    87%            CE is 3.8Å from Trp21{93}.CZ2; CE is 4.2Å from Pro170{305}.CD
  145     Leu64                                                    81%            CD2 is 4.5Å from Val75{157}.CG1
  157     Val75                                                    68%            CG1 is 4.5Å from Leu64{145}.CD2
  321     Tyr183                                                   61%            OH is 2.7Å from His117{206}.ND1; OH is 3.3Å from Ala118{207}.N
  322     Thr184                                                   70%            OG1 is 2.9Å from Mg^2+^
  323     Thr185                                                   94% Ser        CG2 is 3.8Å from Leu106{195}.CD2; OG1 is 3.3Å from a water molecule, which is in turn 2.4Å from ANP.O3G
  324     Gly186                                                   97%            CA is 4.8Å from Mg^2+^
  325     Thr187                                                   72%            CB is 6.4Å from Mg^2+^; CA is 4.4Å from Leu437{643}.CD2
  326     Thr188                                                   93%            OG1 is 4.3Å from Leu437{643}.CD1; CG2 is 4.9Å from Ser446{652}.OG
  327     Gly189                                                   93%            Turn in P-Loop
  329     Pro191                                                   88%            CG is 4.3Å from Tyr113{202}.CE1; CG is 4.8Å from Glu110{199}.CG
  330     Lys192                                                   97%            NZ is 3.3Å from Thr187{325}.OG; NZ is 3.1Å from Thr188{326}.O
  424     Pro275                                                   95%            CG is 3.6Å from Val300{455}.CG2; CG is 4.0Å from Ser303{458}.CB; CB is 4.4Å from Pro306{461}.CD
  456     Gly301                                                   67%            O is 3.4Å from Pro275{424}.CD; CA is 4.9Å from Gly323{485}.CA; within 4.5Å of myristoyl group of substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]
  457     Gly302                                                   67%            N is 3.4Å from ANP.N7; O is 3.3Å from AMP.O4'
  486     Tyr324                                                   73%            CB is 4.1Å from ANP.C6; within 4.5Å of myristoyl group of substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]
  487     Gly325                                                   93%            CA is 3.0Å from Pro331{493}.O; CA is 3.7Å from Thr329{491}.OG1; within 4.5Å of myristoyl group of substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]
  489     Thr327                                                   78%            N is 2.9Å from ANP.O2A; OG1 are 2.9Å from AMP.O2A; within 4.5Å of myristoyl group of substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]
  490     Glu328                                                   100%           OE2 is 2.7Å from Mg^2+^
  573     Gly384                                                   100%           CA is 3.7Å from Val368{548}.CG1
  591     Tyr397                                                   93%            OH is 2.6Å from Glu328{490}.OE1
  624     Asp418                                                   100%           OD1 is 2.6Å from ANP.O2'; OD2 is 2.7Å from ANP.O3'
  632     Gly426                                                   85%            CA is 3.8Å Leu30{103}.CD2 (Intersubunit)
  639     Arg433                                                   100%           NH2 is 2.7Å from Leu437{643}.O; NH2 is 2.7Å from Glu475{682}.OE1; NH1 is 3.0Å from a water molecule, which is in turn 2.9Å from ANP.O2'
  655     Asp449                                                   85% Glu        OD1 is 3.5Å from Ser446{652}.OG
  657     Glu451                                                   97%            OE2 is 2.7Å from Lys527{743}.NZ; OE2 is 2.8Å from Val465{672}.N
  686     Ala479                                                   85%            CB is 3.9Å from Val465{672}.CG2
  734     Pro518                                                   99%            Pro525{734}.CG is 4.1Å from Ile537{746}.CG1 (2D1R); Pro525{734}.CD is 4.2Å from Ile540{749}.CD1 (2D1R)
  740     Lys524                                                   100%           Lys531{740}.NZ IS 3.0Å from AMP.O3P (2D1R)

^a^ Residue identity in Thethelon.

^b^ Distances measured in PDB structure 1V25, unless otherwise noted.

Among the conserved residues ([Table 1](#pone.0203218.t001){ref-type="table"}), Thr184{322} and Glu328{490} coordinate the bound magnesium cofactor \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. In CBL the hydroxyl of Thr161{322} (sequence Alcalc4b) also hydrogen bonds to the α-phosphate on AMP \[[@pone.0203218.ref021]\]. Site-directed mutagenesis of both residues severely impacted enzymatic activity ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t002

###### Site-directed mutagenesis studies of conserved and group-specific residues in adenylate-forming enzymes.

![](pone.0203218.t002){#pone.0203218.t002g}

  Index   Residue Identity   Mutation   Molecule                       Reference   Result of Mutation
  ------- ------------------ ---------- ------------------------------ ----------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  69      Val4               Phe        *E*.*coli* FadD LACS           76          Increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate; 4-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for oleate
  70      Trp5               Leu        *E*.*coli* FadD LACS           76          Increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate; 4-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for oleate
  74      Tyr9               His        *E*.*coli* FadD LACS           76          Increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate; 2-fold increase in K~cat~/K~m~ for octanoate; 20% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for oleate
  321     Tyr213             Ala        *E*. *coli* FadD ACS           62          No detectable activity
  322     Thr161             Ala        CBL                            22          2,000-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for both 4-chlorobenzoate and ATP; 4,000-fold decrease in k~obs~
  322     Thr214             Ala        *E*. *coli* FadD ACS           62          90% decrease in V~max~ and K~cat~/K~m~; No change in K~m~ for ATP
  324     Gly163             Ile        CBL                            4           1,000-fold decrease in overall rate; 4,000-fold decrease in CBA-AMP formation
  324     Gly216             Ala        *E*. *coli* ACS                62          75% decrease in V~max~; 70% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~; No change in K~m~ for ATP
  325     Thr217             Ala        *E*. *coli* ACS                62          73% decrease in V~max~; 93% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~; 4-fold increase in K~m~ for ATP
  327     Gly166             Ile        CBL                            4           14-fold decrease in overall rate; 60-fold decrease in CBA-AMP formation
  327     Gly219             Ala        *E*. *coli* FadD ACS           62          42% decrease in V~max~; 27% increase in K~cat~/K~m~; 46% decrease in K~m~ for ATP
  329     Pro168             Ala        CBL                            4           No detectable activity
  330     Lys169             Met        CBL                            4           4-fold decrease in overall rate; 5-fold decrease in CBA-AMP formation
  330     Lys186             Arg        TycA NRPS                      59          Less than 1% activity
  330     Lys222             Ala        *E*. *coli* ACS                62          65% decrease in V~max~; 92% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~; 3.4-fold increase in K~m~ for ATP
  330     Lys172             Ala        FadD13 ACS                     61          63.5% decrease in activity; 10- fold increase in the K~m~ for ATP
  373     His207             Ala        CBL                            22          500-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ with 4-chlorobenzoate; 90-fold decrease in k~obs~
  375     Phe247             Ser        *P*. *pyralis* Luciferase      82          Increased light production with aminoluciferin
  381     Thr251             Ser        *P*. *pyralis* Luciferase      82          Increased light production with aminoluciferin
  461     Gln338             Arg        *E*.*coli* FadD LACS           76          Increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate; 2.5-fold increase in K~cat~/K~m~ for octanoate
  486     Tyr304             Phe        CBL                            22          100% of wild type activity; No change in K~cat~/K~m~ with 4-chlorobenzoate, CoA and ATP
  489     Thr307             Ala        CBL                            22          100-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ with 4-chlorobenzoate; 60-fold decrease in k~obs~
  490     Glu306             Gln        CBL                            4           50-fold decrease in overall rate; 50-fold decrease in CBA-AMP formation; 18-fold increase in 4-CBA K~m~
  490     Glu361             Ala        *E*. *coli* FadD ACS           62          No detectable activity
  501     Asp372             Gly        *E*.*coli* FadD LACS           76          Increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate; 35% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for oleate
  533     His376             Arg        *E*.*coli* FadD LACS           76          Increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate; 35% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for oleate
  623     Gly437             Ala        *E*. coli ACS                  60          50--70% decreased activity; No change in substrate preference
  624     Asp385             Ala        CBL                            22          500-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for both 4-chlorobenzoate and ATP; 300-fold decrease in k~obs~
  624     Asp438             Ala        *E*. *coli* ACS                60          No detectable activity
  624     Asp401             Ser        TycA NRPS                      59          90% decrease in activity
  632     Gly446             Ala        *E*. *coli* ACS                60          Nearly stopped activity with decanoate and oleate, but not myristoate
  633     Phe447             Ser        *E*.*coli* FadD LACS           76          Increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate; 50% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for octanoate; 55% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for oleate
  637     Val451             Ala        *E*.*coli* FadD LACS           76          Increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate; 3.5-fold increase in K~cat~/K~m~ for octanoate; 15% decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ for oleate
  639     Arg453             Ala        *E*. *coli* ACS                60          Essentially abolished enzymatic activity
  639     Arg400             Ala        CBL                            22          100-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ with 4-chlorobenzoate and ATP; 600-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ with CoA; 160-fold decrease in k~obs~
  646     Ser404             Ala        FadD13 ACS                     61          39% decrease in activity; 6- fold increase in the K~m~ for CoA
  648     Gly409             Leu        CBL                            21          Loss of activity only during the thioesterification step
  657     Glu457             Lys        *L*. *mingrelica* luciferase   63,64       Shift to red emission
  740     Lys492             Ala        CBL                            22          500-fold decrease in K~cat~/K~m~ with 4-chlorobenzoate; 600-fold decrease in k~obs~
  740     Lys487             Ala        FadD13 ACS                     61          96.3% decrease in activity

Several conserved residues interact with the ATP/AMP coenzyme ([Table 1](#pone.0203218.t001){ref-type="table"}). Gly302{457} and Tyr324{486} interact with the adenine moiety \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. A mutation of Tyr304{486} in CBL to phenylalanine did not alter enzyme function, as phenylalanine could still ring stack with the adenine ring \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). Asp418{624} coordinates both the 2' and 3' ribose hydroxyls, while Arg433{639}, which is found in the linker motif, also interacts with the 2' hydroxyl through a water molecule \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. Mutations of both residues severely hindered enzymatic activity \[[@pone.0203218.ref022],[@pone.0203218.ref059],[@pone.0203218.ref060]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). In addition, Gly302{457} interacts with the 4' hydroxyl involved in the hemiacetal bond \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. In CBL the adenine ring of the substrate-AMP adduct is located between the equivalent glycine (Gly281{457}) and Thr283{459}. It has also been suggested that a glycine at index 457 in CBL probably keeps the phosphopantetheine tunnel open \[[@pone.0203218.ref021]\]. Thr327{489} forms two hydrogen bonds of the α-phosphate on AMP \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. Mutagenesis of the equivalent threonine (Thr307{489}) in CBL caused a significant reduction in catalytic efficiency with the 4-chlorobenzoate substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). Thr185{323} interacts through a water molecule with the γ--phosphate of ANP. In CBLs the main chain nitrogen and side chain hydroxyl of Thr165{323} also interact with the γ--phosphate of ATP \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\]. Lastly, while Lys524{740} lacked structural coordinates in the *T*. *thermophilus* LACS structure, Lys531{740} in the *L*. *cruciata* luciferase structure coordinates the α-phosphate of AMP \[[@pone.0203218.ref025]\]. The equivalent residue in CBL (Lys492{740}) lies close to and may react with the carboxylate group of the substrate in the adenylation conformation, with a significant decrease in rate for this part of the reaction seen in a K492A mutant ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). This lysine rotates into the solvent in the thioesterification conformation \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\]. The binding of the lysine at index 740 to ATP was also supported by mutagenesis in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* FadD13 ACS \[[@pone.0203218.ref061]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the majority of the invariantly conserved residues coordinate the AMP moiety and the critical Mg^2+^ ion, functions shared by all family members.

Four conserved residues ([Table 1](#pone.0203218.t001){ref-type="table"}) line the myristoyl substrate pocket of the *T*. *thermophilus* LACS structure: Gly301{456}, Tyr324{486}, Gly325{487} and Thr327{489} \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. The conserved glycine at index 487 lies at a location that is a tryptophan in SACS (Trp414{487} in *S*. *enterica* SACS, sequence Salentaco). This bulkier residue likely results in a shorter fatty acid substrate preference in SACS, while a glycine would allow for longer fatty acids to bind to MACSs and LACSs \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. The carbonyl oxygen of the equivalent glycine in gramicidin synthase (Gly324{487}, sequence Brebregram) hydrogen bonds to the amino group of the phenylalanine substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref007]\].

Other conserved residues act to maintain enzyme folding through hydrophobic interactions, identified as less than or equal to 4.5Å in distance ([Table 1](#pone.0203218.t001){ref-type="table"}). These include Met61{142}, Leu64{145}, Val75{157}, Thr187{325}, Thr188{326}, Pro191{329}, Pro275{424}, Gly301{456}, Gly325{487}, Gly384{573}, Gly426{632}, Ala479{686} and Pro518{734}. Leu64{145} and Val75{157} interact with each other. The three conserved prolines, Pro191{329}, Pro275{424} and Pro518{734}, are found in turns in the *T*. *thermophilus* LACS structure.

Several other conserved residues may also help to maintain enzyme structure through hydrogen bond or salt bridge formation ([Table 1](#pone.0203218.t001){ref-type="table"}). The hydroxyl of Tyr183{321} forms a hydrogen bond to His117{206}. A Y213A mutant at index 321 in *E*. *coli* ACS resulted in no detectable activity \[[@pone.0203218.ref062]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). Lys192{330} lies at the end of the P loop and its side chain amine interacts with the carbonyl oxygen of another conserved residue, Thr188{326}, and also lies close to the hydroxyl of Thr187{325}. Mutagenesis of the lysine at index 330 and the threonine at index 325 both significantly hindered activity ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). The hydroxyl of Tyr397{591} forms a hydrogen bond with the side chain carboxylate of the invariant Glu328{490}. The side chain guanidinium of Arg433{639} forms a hydrogen bond to the carbonyl oxygen of Leu437{643} and a salt bridge to the side chain carboxylate of Glu475{682}. Mutation of the arginine at index 639 (Arg400) in CBL indicates the importance of a salt bridge with Asp402{641} to stabilize the thioesterification conformation \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). Asp449{655} lies at a position that is always an acidic residue, with glutamate being is 85% conserved in the entire alignment. The side chain carboxylate of Asp449{655} lies close to the hydroxyl of Ser446{652} in *T*. *thermophilus* LACS. Glu416{655} in CBL forms a salt bridge to Lys474{722} and a hydrogen bond to the main chain nitrogen of His413{652}. Lastly, the side chain carboxylate of Glu451{657} forms a hydrogen bond to the main chain nitrogen of Val465{672} and a salt bridge to the side chain amine of Lys527{743}. An E457K mutation in *Luciola mingrelica* luciferase at index 657 ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}) caused a strong red shift in emission color, and suggested that rigidity in the carboxy-terminal domain is important for green emission in luciferases \[[@pone.0203218.ref063],[@pone.0203218.ref064]\].

Eleven of the 27 residues conserved in at least 80% of sequences in the entire alignment were glycine residues: Gly68{150}, Gly96{178}, Gly186{324}, Gly189{327}, Gly325{487}, Gly358{538}, Gly384{573}, Gly417{623}, Gly426{632}, Gly442{648}, and Gly523{739}. The overrepresentation of glycines among the highly conserved residues is due to their critical role in protein structure in turns or where the lack of a side chain is necessary. This phenomenon occurs in other enzyme families, such as aldehyde dehydrogenases \[[@pone.0203218.ref065]\], alcohol dehydrogenases \[[@pone.0203218.ref066],[@pone.0203218.ref067]\], arginases \[[@pone.0203218.ref068]\] and NDP-sugar dehydrogenases \[[@pone.0203218.ref038]\]. Seven conserved glycines (Gly68{150}, Gly96{178}, Gly186{324}, Gly189{327}, Gly358{538}, Gly426{632}, and Gly442{648}) lie at turns in the enzyme structure, as seen within the 1V25 *T*. *thermophilus* LACS structure. Of those seven conserved glycines found in turns, all but Gly186{324} had positive phi angles, which is common in glycines found in turns \[[@pone.0203218.ref069]\]. In CBL Gly409{648}, which is part of the previously identified motif A8 \[[@pone.0203218.ref070]\], lines the tunnel for binding the phosphopantetheine portion of CoA. Mutation of this residue to leucine resulted in activity loss only during the thioesterification step \[[@pone.0203218.ref021]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). Three other glycines (Gly325{487}, Gly384{573}, and Gly417{623}) are found in beta strands. Mutation of the glycine at index 623 in *E*. coli ACS (Gly437) significantly reduced activity, but did not change substrate preference \[[@pone.0203218.ref060]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). Next, Gly426{632} is found at the dimer interface of the *T*. *thermophilus* LACS structure, making hydrophobic contact with Leu30{103} from the neighboring subunit. Mutation of the glycine at index 632 in *E*. coli ACS (Gly446) significantly reduced activity for two of the three fatty acid substrates tested \[[@pone.0203218.ref060]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). Three highly conserved residues, Gly202{324}, Gly205{327}, and Pro207{329}, are found in the P-loop of *L*. *cruciata* luciferase which suggests that these residues may play critical structural roles for the P-loop. In human MACS Gly223{324} lines the pyrophosphate-binding pocket \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Mutations in all three of these residues in the P-loop severely inhibited enzymatic activity ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}).

Conserved motifs {#sec005}
----------------

The ten most conserved sequence motifs were statistically identified using the MEME program \[[@pone.0203218.ref049]\] ([Table 3](#pone.0203218.t003){ref-type="table"}). Four of the five fully conserved residues cluster into three of the conserved motifs. Several of these motifs correlate to motifs previously identified specifically in the adenylation domain of NRPSs \[[@pone.0203218.ref070]\] ([Table 3](#pone.0203218.t003){ref-type="table"}). Motif 1, which covers previous NRPS motifs A7 & A8, contains two invariant residues, Asp418{624} and Arg433{639}. Residues in motif 1 line the active site ([Fig 4](#pone.0203218.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and include the linker motif. Beta strands 19--22 and helix α-N comprise motif 1 (structural terminology from \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]). Motif 2 contains the fully conserved Lys524{740} and covers previous NRPS motif A10. It contains β-25 and α-P. Two highly conserved residues, Thr188{326} and Lys192{330}, are found in motif 3, which correlates to NRPS motif A3. Motif 3 lines the active site and includes the P-loop. Motif 3 has been well studied through site-directed mutagenesis (summarized in \[[@pone.0203218.ref070]\]), which suggest that it is critical in the adenylation step \[[@pone.0203218.ref004]\]. Motif 4 also lines the active site but is not present in NRPSs and FAALs, which both join the substrate to a carrier protein instead of CoA. Motif 5, which covers the previous NRPS motif A6, contains Gly384{573} which is found in β-18. This motif did not appear in the LACS, SACS, or MMCS groups. Motif 7 lines the active site but is not present in mycobacterial FadD10s.

![Conserved motifs found in the monomer of *Thermus themophilus* LACS (PDB ID: 1V25).\
The bound ANP molecule (black) and magnesium ion (green) are shown in the active site. Motifs 1 (red), 2 (pink), 3 (orange), 4 (yellow), 7 (dark green), 9 (cyan) and 10 (blue) line the active site.](pone.0203218.g004){#pone.0203218.g004}

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t003

###### Ten most conserved sequence motifs in class I adenylate-forming enzymes.

![](pone.0203218.t003){#pone.0203218.t003g}

  Motif Number   Length   Motif Regular Expression                                                                                                                   Indices    NRPS Motif [^a^](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------------- -------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------- ---------------------------------------------------
  1              41       \[YLF\]H\[TS\]GD\[LI\]\[GA\]\[YR\]xDEDGY\[FL\]\[WF\]\[IF\]\[VT\]\[GD\]Rx\[KD\]D\[LV\]I\[KI\]S\[GKS\]G\[YEF\]\[RNQ\]\[IV\]GPAE\[IVL\]ESAL   620--660   A7, A8
  2              24       P\[RD\]x\[VI\]\[EV\]FVDE\[LI\]PK\[TN\]\[PA\]\[ST\]GKI\[LD\]\[RK\]\[RK\]ELR                                                                 724--747   A10
  3              15       \[TS\]SG\[TS\]TGLPKGV\[ML\]\[LH\]\[TS\]H                                                                                                   322--336   A3
  4              21       HPA\[VI\]A\[ED\]AAV\[VI\]G\[VI\]P\[DH\]\[PE\]x\[WAR\]G\[EQ\]V\[PV\]                                                                        664--684   
  5              21       GE\[IL\]C\[VI\]\[RK\]xxxxxGPG\[VIL\]\[MFA\]KGY\[WYL\]N                                                                                     568--593   A6
  6              21       \[RK\]LANALxxxLG\[VIL\]K\[KP\]GD\[RV\]V\[AG\]\[LVI\]L                                                                                      139--160   
  7              21       DLSSL\[RK\]xLVS\[GA\]\[GA\]\[AE\]\[PA\]LN\[PK\]E\[VL\]xE                                                                                   446--466   
  8              21       ExKPGSVG\[KR\]\[PV\]VP\[GN\]V\[ED\]V\[KR\]\[IVL\]\[VI\]DP                                                                                  531--551   
  9              21       \[IL\]\[EQ\]K\[YE\]\[KR\]\[VI\]Tx\[LF\]xG\[VA\]PTIYR\[FA\]L\[LA\]\[KQ\]                                                                    412--432   
  10             29       \[AI\]GA\[VI\]VVP\[LI\]NPRxxxxxxx\[YL\]TPK\[ED\]\[IL\]xYR\[LI\]N                                                                           177--212   A2

^a^ = Domains previously identified in the adenylation domain of NRPSs \[[@pone.0203218.ref070]\]

One of the few motifs identified previously in NRPSs \[[@pone.0203218.ref070]\] that was not identified in the top ten motifs in this study was motif A5, which has a NxYGPTE sequence, covers the adenine (A) motif \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\], and would be found at indices 484--490 in our alignment. Despite the fact that it is well conserved in our alignment, including the invariant Glu328{490}, it is not surrounded by additional conservations, which might have led to it not being identified here. This stretch of residues has also been suggested to be critical in the adenylation reaction \[[@pone.0203218.ref004]\].

The motifs identified by MEME were used to search the Uniprot database for other proteins with potential homology to class I adenylate-forming enzymes using MAST \[[@pone.0203218.ref050]\]. Most proteins identified by the MAST search, which returned more than 290,000 sequence hits ranging from the strongest hit with an e-score of 4.6e-114 to the weakest hit with an e-score of 10, were class I adenylate-forming enzymes. The MAST search also discovered a class I adenylate-forming enzyme that had not been included in this project, D-alanine---poly(phosphoribitol) ligase, which is also called D-alanine-D-alanyl carrier protein ligase (ACPL). An example of an ACPL is DltA D-alanine-D-alanyl carrier protein ligase from *Streptococcus pyogenes* (sp\|P0DA64\|DLTA_STRP3, PDB ID: 3LGX) \[[@pone.0203218.ref009]\], which had an e-score in the MAST search of 1.3e-24. DltA is involved in the process of adding D-alanine to lipoteichoic acids during cell wall formation in Gram-positive bacteria \[[@pone.0203218.ref009]\]. DltA possesses motifs 3, 7, 8, 5, 1 and 2 (in that order). In addition, structural alignment (not shown) with *T*. *themophilus* LACS (PDB ID: 1V25) showed a close match with a RMSD value of 2.79Å and a percent identity of 14.3%.

Two other proteins that came up multiple times in the MAST search results were cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase and phenylalanine racemase. An example of a cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase is from *Arabidopsis thaliana* (tr\|B1GV07\|B1GV07_ARATH), which had a search e-value of 2.1e-79. It possesses motifs 6, 3, 9, 7, 8, 5, 1, 4 and 2, in that order. Structural alignment of the AtCAD5 cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase from *Arabidopsis* (PDB ID: 2CF5) \[[@pone.0203218.ref071]\] with *T*. *themophilus* LACS (PDB ID: 1V25) showed some homology with a RMSD value of 3.60Å and a percent identity of 8.6%. However, cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenases are in a different class of enzymes, oxidoreductases, and convert an alcohol to aldehyde using NADP^+^, not ATP \[[@pone.0203218.ref071]\]. An example of phenylalanine racemase is an ATP-hydrolyzing phenylalanine racemase from *Serratia* (tr\|V3TT50\|V3TT50_SERS3), which had a search e-value of 1.5e-51. It possesses motifs 10, 3, 9, 7, 8, 5, 1, 4 and 2 in that order. It is interesting to note that this is a similar pattern of motifs as found in cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase. There are no protein structures for phenylalanine racemases in the PDB database, but there is a N-amino acid racemase crystallized with N-acetyl-phenylalanine from *Amycolatopsis* (PDB ID: 5FJT) (to be published). Structural alignment of N-acetyl-phenylalanine from *Amycolatopsis* with *T*. *themophilus* LACS (PDB ID: 1V25) showed some structural homology with a RMSD value of 3.65Å and 6.1% percent identity. However, phenylalanine racemase is another enzyme from a different enzyme class, isomerases.

Phylogenetic analysis {#sec006}
---------------------

An unrooted bootstrapped phylogenetic tree of the class I adenylate-forming enzyme superfamily was generated using the neighbor-joining method ([Fig 5](#pone.0203218.g005){ref-type="fig"}). This method was chosen as maximum likelihood and parsimony methods are computationally prohibitive for larger datasets, and as other studies have indicated that the neighbor-joining method has yielded quality evolutionary relationships in some families \[[@pone.0203218.ref072]\]. In fact, a bootstrapped parsimony tree ([S1 Fig](#pone.0203218.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) using only 75 datasets had similar group arrangements and sequence groupings to the neighbor-joining tree using 400 replicates. The neighbor-joining tree was used to assign each sequence into an appropriate group for group entropy analysis. Nine distinct groups were identified in the phylogenetic tree: Luciferases, NRPS, LACS, MACS, ACL, SACS, MMCS, FAAL and FadD10. Groups were named based upon the representative tertiary structure present in each clade, although some ACS sequence names within the group did not necessarily correlate to the group name. For example, some sequences named medium chain ACSs, when part of this larger dataset, were more homologous to the long chain ACS structure, falling within the LACS clade of the tree. It is possible some of these sequences may have been misidentified due to homology searches at the time of submission. Luciferases were most similar to LACSs. This is not unexpected as luciferases can act as long chain fatty acyl-CoA synthetases \[[@pone.0203218.ref027]\], and vice versa \[[@pone.0203218.ref028]\]. It was surprising that long-chain ACSs (LACS) were quite removed in the tree from short-chain (SACS) and medium-chain ACSs (MACS), as these fatty acyl-CoA synthetases differ solely in the length of their fatty acyl substrate. MMCSs were closely related to ACLs, but due to their substrate difference were categorized as different groups. Both groups attach substrates to CoA. Two other closely related groups were FAALs and NRPSs. Both groups attach the reaction intermediate (amino acyl-AMP in NRPSs and fatty acyl-AMP in FAALs) to a carrier protein, rather than CoA. The NRPS group contained a subgroup of fourteen 2,3-dihydroxybenzoate AMP ligase (DHB) sequences.

![Unrooted bootstrapped neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of class 1 adenylate-forming enzymes.\
Branches are color-coded based on enzyme type: green = luciferases, purple = LACS, cyan = ACL, blue = MMCS, pink = FAAL, orange = NRPS, yellow = FadD10, navy = SACS and red = MACS.](pone.0203218.g005){#pone.0203218.g005}

Determining group-specific residues {#sec007}
-----------------------------------

The GEnt program \[[@pone.0203218.ref051]\] detects amino acid residues characteristic of an individual protein family from an alignment with other related proteins. The GEnt program utilizes the Kullback-Leibler method to calculate a divergence measure to identify covariance in protein families. GEnt calculates two entropy values, "Group Entropy" and "Family Entropy." Group Entropy represents the degree of residue conservation at a specific position within the designated group and Family Entropy represents the degree of residue conservation at that same position within the entire alignment. This study was concerned with residues with the highest Group Entropy scores, which indicates the residues are well conserved in its group, and low Family Entropy scores, which indicates the residues are not well conserved throughout the entire alignment. These residues would indicate novel positions that contribute to the unique function and structure of each adenylate-forming homologue. The GEnt program has been used to identify critical, group-specific conservations in class 3 ALDHs \[[@pone.0203218.ref051]\], NDP-sugar dehydrogenases \[[@pone.0203218.ref038]\] and heme oxygenase homologues \[[@pone.0203218.ref039]\].

The Evolutionary Trace program was developed to identify critical residues in active sites and clusters of residues at functional interfaces in proteins which are unique to each group in a protein family \[[@pone.0203218.ref052],[@pone.0203218.ref053]\]. In addition, six other algorithms were used to identify functional residues in each group of class I adenylate-forming enzymes: Jensen-Shannon Divergence, Property Entropy, VN Entropy, Relative Entropy, Shannon Entropy and Sum of Pairs Analysis \[[@pone.0203218.ref054]\]. Only residues that were identified for all combinations of backgrounds and matrices used for each algorithm were reported as results.

The GEnt results will be focused on in this manuscript for several reasons. First, GEnt has been used previously to identify group-specific residues in several families, noted above. Secondly, GEnt allows the user to define their own groups and place specific sequences in each group while analyzing the entire alignment. However, six methods used (Shannon Entropy, Property Entropy, Relative Entropy, Jansen-Shannon Divergence, VN Entropy and Sum of Pairs analyses) could not identify groups within the entire alignment, so each method had to be provided subalignments for each individual group. Thus, they tended to identify residues already conserved in the entire alignment. The Evolutionary Trace program in our analysis also tended to identify residues conserved in the entire superfamily. For example, in the Luciferase group nearly half (15 of 32) of the positions identified by Evolutionary Trace were conserved positions in at least 80% of sequences in the entire alignment. Thus, only a fraction of the residues identified by these other methods may actually be group specific. Third, there was a degree of redundancy in the positions identified by these other methods. For example, Evolutionary Trace identified 16 index positions in LACSs, all of which were also identified in Luciferases. Also, Evolutionary Trace identified the eight index positions in NRPSs, which were all also identified in LACSs and Luciferases, several of which are highly conserved in our alignment. In addition, several of the positions identified by the majority of these other methods were also identified by GEnt. Lastly, GEnt does not analyze positions in the alignment that contain predominantly gaps. For these reasons, the results for all the methods used to identify group-specific residues are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Group-specific residues in luciferases {#sec008}
--------------------------------------

Eight residues had the highest Group Entropy scores in the Luciferase group ([Table 4](#pone.0203218.t004){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for Luciferases can be found in [S2 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The combined results for all methods used to identify group-specific functional residues in Luciferases are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done with *L*. *cruciata* luciferase (sequence Luccruluc, PDB ID: 2D1R). One residue, Ser200{322}, hydrogen bonds to the α-phosphate of AMP. Nakatsu and colleagues \[[@pone.0203218.ref025]\] also showed Ser200{322} also binds to the sulfate group of the bound DLSA, which represents a substitute for AMP in the binding pocket. Pro452{652} lies at the beginning of α-18 and may be important for the structure of the loop containing Gln450{650}, also identified by GEnt in Luciferases. Two residues, Lys512{721} and Arg515{724}, form salt bridges in luciferases. The side chain amine of Lys447{647} is near the side chain hydroxyl of Tyr446{646}, but is too far for hydrogen bond formation. The remaining residues identified by GEnt (Gln450{650}, Tyr446{646} and Ala479{680}) are involved in hydrophobic interactions. Two of these residues, Tyr446{646} and Ala479{680}, contact each other. All of the highest scoring GEnt residues in Luciferases, except Ser200{322}, cluster on the surface in the carboxy-terminal domain ([Fig 6](#pone.0203218.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This clustering raised the question that perhaps these residues might be involved in intersubunit contact, as the *L*. *cruciata* luciferase structure is a monomer. However, analysis of the *Photinus pyralis* luciferase dimer (PDB ID: 5KYT) demonstrated that this region is not involved in dimeric contacts in that molecule \[[@pone.0203218.ref073]\].

![Residues with the highest Group entropy scores in luciferases.\
Oxyluciferin is shown in green and AMP in orange. Note how these residues cluster together in the carboxy-terminal domain (bottom).](pone.0203218.g006){#pone.0203218.g006}

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t004

###### Group entropy analysis of luciferases.

![](pone.0203218.t004){#pone.0203218.t004g}

  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  650     Gln450                                                   15.202          2.197            Gln                     Trp                      100%                    OE1 is 3.9Å from Leu378{551}.CD1
  721     Lys512                                                   12.679          1.937            Lys                     Tyr                      99%                     NZ is 2.7Å from Glu455{655}.OE1
  646     Tyr446                                                   11.885          1.246            Tyr                     Tyr                      87%                     OH is 3.9Å from Lys447{647}.NZ; CE2 is 4.1Å from Ala511{720}.CA; CE1 is 3.5Å from Ala479{680}.CB
  724     Arg515                                                   10.160          2.391            Arg                     Pro                      75%                     NH2 is 3.9Å from Tyr446{646}.OH; NH2 is 2.8Å from Asn510{719}.OD1
  647     Lys447                                                   9.600           1.423            Lys                     Gly                      98%                     NZ is 3.9Å from Tyr446{646}.OH
  322     Ser200                                                   9.311           2.991            Ser                     Thr                      100%                    OG is 2.7Åfrom AMP.O2P
  652     Pro452                                                   8.716           1.249            Pro                     Tyr                      53%                     Turn preceding α-18
  680     Ala479                                                   8.439           1.133            Ala                     Trp                      93%                     CB is 3.5Å from Tyr446{646}.CE1

^a^ Residue identity in Luccruluc.

^b^ Structure PDB ID: 2D1R.

Three positions, Arg218{343}, Leu286{421} and Ser347{494}, identified as lining the substrate binding site and affecting substrate specificity in *Photinus pyralis* luciferase (PDB ID: 4G36) \[[@pone.0203218.ref074]\], were not identified as group specific locations in luciferases in this study. In addition, none of the mutations, R214K{343}, H241K{373}, S246H{379} and H347A{488}, that caused a shift in emission wavelength of *Pyrearinus termitilluminans* luciferase \[[@pone.0203218.ref075]\] were identified as group specific positions in luciferases in this study. However, indices 373 and 488 were identified as group-specific positions in other groups.

Group-specific residues in LACSs {#sec009}
--------------------------------

Eight residues had the highest Group Entropy values in the long-chain fatty-acyl CoA synthetase (LACS) group ([Table 5](#pone.0203218.t005){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for LACSs can be found in [S3 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Group-specific residues identified in LACSs by all methods used are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done with *T*. *themophilus* LACS (sequence Thethelon, PDB ID: 1V25). One residue, Trp444{650}, hydrogen bonds to the α-phosphate of the AMP moiety \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. Trp234{378} lies within 4.5Å from the myristoyl moiety of the substrate. Hisanaga and colleagues \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\] refer to Trp234{378} as the "gate residue" because once ATP binds, *T*. *thermophilus* LACS transitions to a closed conformation which leads to the opening of the tryptophan gate to the fatty acid-binding tunnel. His85{167}, His100{182} and Tyr196{334} form hydrogen bonds in LACSs. His85{167} hydrogen bonds to the carbonyl oxygen of Phe80{162}, also identified by GEnt, acting to maintain enzyme folding. The remainder of the residues identified by GEnt (Phe80{162}, Trp505{721} and Ala182{320}) form hydrophobic contacts in the enzyme. Ala182{320} hydrophobically contacts Tyr196{334}, noted above.

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t005

###### Group entropy analysis of LACSs.

![](pone.0203218.t005){#pone.0203218.t005g}

  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t005fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t005fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
  650     Trp444                                                   17.977          2.197            Trp                     Trp                      100%                    NE1 is 2.8Å from ANP.O1A
  162     Phe80                                                    17.422          1.278            Trp                     Trp                      95% Trp                 CD2 is 3.9Å from Pro252{398}.CB
  334     Tyr196                                                   14.276          1.513            Tyr                     His                      88%                     OH is 2.8Å from Thr327{489}.O
  721     Trp505                                                   11.957          1.937            Trp                     Tyr                      95%                     CZ3 is 3.6Å from Ile445{651}.CG1
  182     His100                                                   11.730          0.921            His                     His                      95%                     ND1 is 2.8Å from Asp120{209}.OD1
  320     Ala182                                                   11.123          1.129            Cys                     Cys                      91% Cys                 CB is 5.7Å from ANP.O1G; CB is 3.7Å from Tyr196{334}.OH
  167     His85                                                    9.463           1.658            His                     Trp                      95%                     ND1 is 2.9Å from Phe80{162}.O
  378     Trp234                                                   9.108           1.154            Trp                     Trp                      100%                    Within 4.5Å from myristoyl moiety of substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]

^a^ Residue identity in Thethelon.

^b^ Structure PDB ID: 1V25.

A previous study \[[@pone.0203218.ref060]\] identified a signature sequence for ACSs, which in our alignment ([Fig 2](#pone.0203218.g002){ref-type="fig"}) would cover indices 607--641 and would comprise part of motif 1 identified here. This stretch contains several highly conserved residues, including Gly417{623}, Asp418{624}, Gly426{632} and Arg433{639}. However, none of the residues identified here as group-specific for LACSs are found in this region.

An additional note is that a mutagenesis study \[[@pone.0203218.ref076]\] was performed on *E*.*coli* FadD LACS to try and shift substrate preference towards medium chain fatty acids. Seven mutations caused increased growth rates with hexanoate and octanoate, but not oleate. The mutations were of residues Val4{which corresponds to alignment index 69}, Trp5{70}, Tyr9{74}, Gln338{461}, Asp372{501}, His376{533}, Phe447{633} and Val451{637} ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). These residues were not near the fatty acyl- or CoA-binding sites, but near the site of AMP exit. None of these indices were identified as group-specific positions in either LACS, MACS or SACS enzymes in this study.

Group-specific residues in NRPSs {#sec010}
--------------------------------

Eight residues had the highest Group Entropy scores in the non-ribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) group ([Table 6](#pone.0203218.t006){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for NRPSs can be found in [S4 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Group-specific residues identified in NRPSs by all methods used are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done with *Brevibacillus brevis* gramicidin synthetase phenylalanine-activating domain (sequence Brebregram, PDB ID: 1AMU). Phe234{373} forms part of the active site pocket near the α-phosphate of AMP and the carbonyl oxygen of the phenylalanine substrate. Gln432{643}, Glu441{652} and Glu443{654} form hydrogen bonds in NRPSs. Glu424{635} was found on a surface loop where it lies close to His344{533}. Tyr358{547}, Leu442{653} and Leu512{735} contribute to hydrophobic packing interactions within the enzyme. Tyr358{547} ring stacks with Phe402{609}. Of note is that none of the positions identified as critical to substrate preference in *B*. *brevis* gramicidin synthetase and *Paenibacillus* fusaricidin synthase were identified with high Group Entropy scores in NRPSs \[[@pone.0203218.ref077],[@pone.0203218.ref078]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t006

###### Group entropy analysis of NRPSs.

![](pone.0203218.t006){#pone.0203218.t006g}

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t006fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t006fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  643     Gln432                                                   13.774          1.732            Gln                     Met                      98%                     NE2 is 2.6Å from Gln414{625}.OE1

  547     Tyr358                                                   11.906          1.031            Tyr                     Lys                      70%                     CB is 4.0Å from Phe402{609}.CE2 (ring stacking)

  373     Phe234                                                   10.080          4.158            Phe                     His (65%)                74%                     CE is 3.4Å from AMP.O3P CZ is 3.4Å from substrate Phe.O

  653     Leu442                                                   9.643           2.277            Leu                     Pro                      68%                     CD2 is 4.0Å from Val460{672}.CG1

  652     Glu441                                                   9.386           1.249            Glu                     Tyr                      74%                     OE2 is 2.9Å from Gln414{625}.NE2

  735     Leu512                                                   8.952           2.012            Leu                     Lys                      89%                     CD1 is 3.9Å from Thr282{425}.OG1

  635     Glu424                                                   8.373           1.608            Glu                     Trp                      70%                     OE2 is 3.2Å from His344{533}.NE2

  654     Glu443                                                   7.985           0.691            Gly                     Ala                      64% Gly\                OE2 is 7.7Å from AMP.N3; OE2 is 6.7Å from AMP.O2'; OE2 is 2.8Å from Asn431{642}.ND2; OE2 is 3.0Å from Arg428{639}.N
                                                                                                                                                     30% Glu                 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^a^ Residue identity in Brebregram.

^b^ Structure PDB ID: 1AMU.

Group-specific residues in MACSs {#sec011}
--------------------------------

Ten residues were found to have the highest Group Entropy scores in the medium-chain fatty-acyl CoA synthetase (MACS) group ([Table 7](#pone.0203218.t007){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for MACSs can be found in [S5 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The group-specific residues identified in MACSs by all methods used are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done with human MACS (sequence Homsapacoa), by examining both the adenylation (PDB ID: 3DAY) and thioesterification (PDB IDs: 2WD9 & 3EQ6) conformations. Phe458{636} in the adenylation conformation makes hydrophobic contact with the adenine ring of the bound APC, an ATP analog. Several residues identified by GEnt interact with butyryl-CoA in the thioesterification conformation in structure 3EQ6. Tyr540{723} hydrogen bonds to the 3' phosphate of the bound butyryl-CoA, while Arg501{680} forms a salt bridge to the β-5' phosphate of the butyryl-CoA. Trp265{373} and Leu267{375} make hydrophobic contact with the bound butyryl-CoA. The bulky side chain of Trp265{373} constricts the active site channel to guide the CoA thiol group toward the fatty acid for thioesterification \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Leu267{375} lines the left pocket wall to allow ibuprofen to bind to MACS \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t007

###### Group entropy analysis of MACSs.

![](pone.0203218.t007){#pone.0203218.t007g}

  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t007fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  168     Trp120                                                   15.809          1.151            Trp                     Trp                      95%                     CD1 is 4.0Å from Leu273{383}.CG (2WD9); CZ2 is 3.5Å from Val285{395}.CG2 (2WD9)
  331     Met230                                                   13.290          2.664            Met                     Gly                      94%                     CE is 4.1Å from Met151{206}.CE (3DAY)
  320     Tyr219                                                   11.673          1.129            Tyr                     Cys                      82%                     CE1 is 3.7Å from Ile266{374}.CA (2WD9); OH is 3.3Å from Ile269{378}.CG2 (2WD9)
  373     Trp265                                                   11.556          4.158            Trp                     His (65%)                100%                    CD1 is 4.0Å from BCO.N7 (3EQ6); CD1 is 4.4Å from BCO.C21 (3EQ6)
  723     Tyr540                                                   11.167          0.965            Tyr                     Tyr                      100%                    OH is 2.7Å from BCO.O6 (3EQ6)
  636     Phe458                                                   10.221          2.190            Phe                     Ile                      100%                    CE1 is 3.6Å from AMP.N3 (3EQ6)
  185     Thr137                                                   10.019          1.672            Thr                     Asn                      83%                     OG1 is 2.6Å from Asp262{370}.OD2 (2WD9); CG2 is 4.0Å from Val554{737}.CG2 (3DAY)
  680     Arg501                                                   9.958           1.133            Arg                     Trp                      100%                    NH2 is 2.8Å from BCO.O13 (3EQ6)
  375     Leu267                                                   9.938           0.949            Lys                     Phe                      86%                     CB is 3.7Å from BCO.S1 (3EQ6)
  654     Ser476                                                   9.833           0.691            Phe                     Ala                      86%                     OG is 2.9Å from Gly226{337\].N (2WD9)

^a^ Residue identity in Homsapacoa.

Gly226{337} lies next to several residues that contact the bound APC molecule \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Ser476{654} hydrogen bonds with the main chain nitrogen of Gly226{337} to maintain enzyme folding. Thr137{185} provides a vital structural function in both conformations: during thioesterification the side chain hydroxyl of Thr137{185} provides an intradomain hydrogen bond with the side chain carboxylate of Asp262{370}, and an interdomain hydrophobic contact with Val554{737} in the adenylation conformation. Trp120{168}, Thr137{185}, Tyr219{320} and Met230{331} form hydrophobic contacts within MACSs.

Group-specific residues in SACSs {#sec012}
--------------------------------

Eight residues were found to have the highest Group Entropy scores in the short-chain fatty-acyl CoA synthetase (SACS) group ([Table 8](#pone.0203218.t008){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for SACSs can be found in [S6 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The group-specific residues identified in SACSs by all methods used are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done with *Salmonella enterica* acetyl-CoA synthetase (sequence Salentaco; PDB ID: 1PG3). Trp414{487} forms the pocket for the propyl group of the fatty acid substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref010]\], which needs to be short for SACSs due to the presence of this large tryptophan residue. The conserved glycine at index 487 in MACSs and LACSs allows for a preference for longer fatty acid substrates \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Phe163{185} forms the active site pocket and is 3.3Å from the adenine ring of the bound CoA cofactor \[[@pone.0203218.ref010]\]. The hydroxyl of Thr438{538}, which has been reported to have abnormal angles, with ϕ = 70° and ψ = -118° \[[@pone.0203218.ref010]\], forms a hydrogen bond with the main chain nitrogen of Pro425{499}. Met141{163}, Thr278{336}, Trp395{465}, Leu477{591} and Trp598{729} participate in hydrophobic interactions within SACSs.

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t008

###### Group entropy analysis of SACSs.
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  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t008fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t008fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  487     Trp414                                                   25.885          3.534            Trp                     Gly (93%)                100%                    CE2 is 3.5Å from PRX.C3P
  591     Leu477                                                   16.768          4.207            Leu                     Tyr (93%)                92%                     CG is 3.8Å from Phe484{598}.CB; CD2 is 4.0Å from Val274{332}.CG2
  465     Trp395                                                   16.689          0.515            Trp                     Trp                      100%                    CG is 3.7Å from Ala434{534}.CB; CZ3 is 3.6Å from His7{21}.CD2; CZ2 is 3.4Å from Val409{482}.CB
  538     Thr438                                                   15.284          3.312            Thr                     Gly (93%)                100%                    OG1 is 3.2Å from Thr424{498}.O; OG1 is 3.1Å from Pro425{499}.N
  163     Met141                                                   14.464          1.889            Met                     Asn                      100%                    CG is 6.5Å from COA.N6A; CE is 3.9Å from Met329{395}.CG; CG is 3.4Å from Asp306{370}.OD2
  185     Phe163                                                   14.413          1.672            Phe                     Asn                      100%                    CE1 is 3.3Å from COA.N6A
  336     Thr278                                                   13.913          3.206            Thr                     His (73%)                100%                    OG1 is 3.9Å from Leu259{316}.CB; CG2 is 4.4Å from Leu77{92}.CB
  729     Trp598                                                   13.627          2.162            Trp                     Phe (65%)                100%                    CD1 is 3.8Å from Pro571{696}.CB; NE1 is 3.9Å from Tyr576{705}.CD1

^a^ Residue identity in Salentaco.

^b^ Structure PDB ID: 1PG3.

Group-specific residues in MMCSs {#sec013}
--------------------------------

Eleven residues were found to have the highest Group Entropy scores in the methylmalonyl-CoA synthetase (MMCS) group ([Table 9](#pone.0203218.t009){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for MMCSs can be found in [S7 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The group-specific residues identified in MMCSs by all methods used are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done using *Rhodopseudomonas palustris* MMCS (sequence Rhopalmco; PDB IDs: 4FUT & 4FUQ). Several residues identified by GEnt contact substrates in the active site. The carbonyl oxygen of Arg299{485} hydrogen bonds with the adenine ring of ATP. The main chain carbonyl of the corresponding residue, Arg283{485}, of *Streptomyces coelicolor* MMCS (PDB ID: 3NYQ) also forms a hydrogen bond to the adenine ring of AMP. However, Arg283{485} also demonstrates a role in substrate binding through salt bridges to the bound methylmalonyl-coenzyme A (MCA) \[[@pone.0203218.ref079]\]. His209{375} in *R*. *palustris* MMCS hydrogen bonds to Ser277{457}. The equivalent residue in *S*. *coelicolor* MMCS, His189{375}, lines the active site pocket, even though the distance is too far (greater than 3.4Å, but within 3.8Å) to form hydrogen bonds to the methylmalonyl carbonyls of the bound MCA product. Ser277{457}, in addition to forming a hydrogen bond to His209{375}, makes hydrophobic contact with the adenine ring of ATP. The hydroxyl of the corresponding residue in *S*. *coelicolor* MMCS, Ser261{457}, also forms a hydrogen bond to the bound MCA \[[@pone.0203218.ref079]\]. Another residue that contacts MCA in *S*. *coelicolor* MMCS is Arg236{429}, which forms a salt bridge to the β-5' phosphate of the bound MCA \[[@pone.0203218.ref079]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t009

###### Group entropy analysis of MMCSs.

![](pone.0203218.t009){#pone.0203218.t009g}

  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t009fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t009fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  738     Met486                                                   13.578          1.446            Met                     Ser                      100%                    CG is 6.0Å from ATP.O2A; SD is 4.0Å from Pro204{370}.CG; CE is 4.1Å from His209{375}.CB
  485     Arg299                                                   12.132          1.097            Arg                     Gly                      100%                    O is 3.3Å from ATP.N6; NH1 is 3.3Å from His209{375}.ND1; Arg283{485}.NH2 is 2.9Å from MCA.OS4 (3NYQ); Arg283{485}.NH1 is 3.0Å from MCA.OS5 (3NYQ)
  375     His209                                                   11.148          0.949            His                     Phe                      100%                    ND1 is 3.3Å from Arg299{485}.NH1; ND1 is 2.8Å from Ser277{457}.OG; His189{375}.CB is 3.4Å from MCA.OS4 (3NYQ); His189{375}.CB is 4.0Å from MCA.OS1 (3NYQ); His189{375}.CB is 4.5Å from of CS1.MCA (3NYQ)
  594     Met364                                                   10.855          1.218            Met                     Asp                      97%                     SD is 4.1Å from Tyr361{591}.CB
  457     Ser277                                                   10.801          2.504            Ser                     Gly                      100%                    C is 3.5Å from ATP.C8; OG is 2.8Å from His209{375}.ND1; Ser261{457}.OG is 2.6Å from MCA.OS4 (3NYQ)
  421     Met247                                                   10.071          0.882            Met                     Cys                      100%                    CG is 3.8Å from Leu199{365}.CD1; SD is 4.2Å from Val213{379}.CG1; SD is 3.9Å from Ala214{381}.CB
  576     Glu351                                                   9.747           1.318            Glu                     Cys                      90%                     OE2 is 2.6Å from Arg373{605}.NE
  465     His285                                                   9.657           0.515            His                     Trp                      90%                     ND1 is 3.7Å from Pro319{534}.CG (ring stacking); NE2 is 2.8Å from Val296{482}.O; His269{465}.NE2 is 2.9Å from Glu282{484}.OE1 (3NYQ)
  453     Phe273                                                   9.547           1.151            Phe                     Cys                      100%                    CE2 is 3.7Å from His294{474}.NE2; CE1 is 3.7Å from Met240{413}.CE; CD1 is 3.9Å from Leu246{420}.CG
  413     Met240                                                   9.541           0.695            Met                     Gln                      84%                     CE is 3.7Å from Phe273{453}.CE1
  429     Arg255                                                   9.539           0.657            Arg                     Met                      100%                    Arg236{429}.NH2 is 2.7Å from MCA.O22 (3NYQ)

^a^ Residue identity in Rhopalmco.

^b^ Measurements from 4FUT structure, unless otherwise noted.

Several more group-specific residues from hydrogen bonds and salt bridges. The side chain carboxylate of Glu351{576} forms a salt bridge on the surface of the molecule with Arg373{605}. His285{465} ring stacks with Pro319{534} and forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen of Val296{482}. The side chain of the corresponding residue of *S*. *coelicolor* MMCS, His269{465}, forms a salt bridge with the side chain carboxylate of Glu282{484}, which is 3.7Å from the adenosine amino group of the bound AMP \[[@pone.0203218.ref079]\]. Interestingly, the equivalent glutamate in *R*. *palustris* MMCS, Glu298{484}, is too distant from His285{465} to form a salt bridge, but does form a hydrogen bond to the adenine amino group of the bound ATP \[[@pone.0203218.ref020]\]. Met240{413}, Met247{421}, Phe273{453}, Met364{594}, and Met486{738} all form hydrophobic contacts in MMCSs. Met486{738} functions to form the binding pocket wall, at a distance of 6Å from an oxygen on the α-phosphate of the bound ATP.

Group-specific residues in ACLs {#sec014}
-------------------------------

Eight residues were found to have the highest Group Entropy scores in the aryl-CoA ligase (ACLs) group ([Table 10](#pone.0203218.t010){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for ACLs can be found in [S8 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The group-specific residues identified in ACLs by all methods used are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done with *Alcaligenes* 4-chlorobenzoyl:CoA ligase (CBL, sequence Alcalc4b; PDB ID: 3CW9). Two residues identified by GEnt interact with the substrates. Asn411{650} hydrogen bonds to the α-phosphate of AMP, but only in the thioesterification conformation as the pyrophosphate of ATP blocks Asn411{650} from entering the site \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\]. His207{373}, which hydrogen bonds to Glu410{649}, also interacts with the 4-chlorobenzoate carboxylate during the adenylation reaction \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\] and the acid anhydride bond that joins AMP and 4-chlorobenzoate \[[@pone.0203218.ref021]\]. Mutation of His207{373} resulted in a significant decrease in activity and catalytic efficiency with 4-chlorobenzoate \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t010

###### Group entropy analysis of ACLs.
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  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t010fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t010fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  650     Asn411                                                   7.433           2.197            Asn                     Trp                      100%                    ND2 is 3.0Å from AMP.O1P

  713     Cys465                                                   6.573           1.291            Cys                     Val                      55%                     SG is 4.7Å from Val240{412}.CG1; SG is 3.7Å from Tyr479{727}.OH

  186     Pro86                                                    4.740           0.764            Trp                     Pro                      29% Trp                 CG is 4.4Å from Pro62{162}.CD; CB is 3.8Å from Val109{227}.CG1

  134     Leu35                                                    4.544           1.390            Trp                     Leu                      41% Trp\                CD1 is 3.7Å from Ile69{169}.CG1; CD1 is 3.8Å from Leu21{115}.CD2
                                                                                                                                                     41% Leu                 

  373     His207                                                   4.196           4.158            Gln                     His                      100%                    NE2 is 2.8Å from Glu410{649}.OE2; NE2 is 4.4Å from 01A.O5P

  661     Gly422                                                   4.139           0.704            Tyr                     Met                      29% Tyr                 CA is 3.9Å from Val430{670}.CG1; CA is 4.4Å from Val427{667}.CG1

  654     Ser415                                                   4.027           0.691            Arg                     Ala                      49% Arg                 OG is 3.3Å from Thr164{325}.O

  643     Met404                                                   3.951           1.732            Met                     Met                      84%                     CE is 4.0Å from Gly163{324}.C; SD is 7.4Å from AMP.O3P; SD is 3.5Å from His413{652}.N
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^a^ Residue identity in Alcalc4b.

^b^ Structure PDB ID: 3CW9.

The hydroxyl of Ser415{654} lies near the main chain carbonyl oxygen of Thr164{325}. Leu35{134}, Pro86{186}, Met404{643}, Gly422{661} and Cys465{713} make hydrophobic contacts within ACLs. Pro86{186} lies right before Arg87{187}, which interacts with the α-phosphate of the bound 4-chlorophenacyl-CoA molecule. Thus, Pro86{186} likely helps to position Arg87{187} for proper contact with the substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\].

Group-specific residues in FAALs {#sec015}
--------------------------------

Nine residues were found to have the highest Group Entropy scores in the fatty acid-AMP ligase (FAAL) group ([Table 11](#pone.0203218.t011){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for FAALs can be found in [S9 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The group-specific residues identified in FAALs by all methods used are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done with *E*. *coli* fatty acid-AMP ligase (sequence Ecolifaal; PDB ID: 3PBK). An important note is that each position is three numbers higher in the PDB structure than in our sequence alignment. Position numbers from the PDB structure are used here. None of the residues identified by GEnt in FAALs interact with the substrate. One residue, Pro540{729}, forms a hydrogen bond between its carbonyl oxygen and the hydroxyl of Ser543{732}. Arg469{649} forms a salt bridge with Glu366{516}, which is in the insertion motif in FAALs. This blocks the binding of CoA, allowing for only the adenylation reaction to occur, rather than additional acyl-CoA synthetase activity \[[@pone.0203218.ref037]\]. The remainder of the residues that scored highly for Group Entropy (Trp224{368}, Leu245{390}, Trp262{408}, Phe279{425}, Cys284{430}, Phe494{675} and Ala557{746}) are involved in hydrophobic packing within FAALs. Three residues, Trp224{368}, Leu245{390} and Phe279{425}, appear to line the active site pocket, but are more than 5Å from the bound dodecacyl-adenylate molecule. Leu245{390}, which lies at a position that is a 78% conserved glycine within the entire alignment, is 7.5Å from the C~ω~ of the bound dodecacyl-adenylate molecule. A glycine at this position could allow enzymes in other families to accommodate longer fatty acid chains.

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t011

###### Group entropy analysis of FAALs.
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  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t011fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t011fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  368     Trp224                                                   17.034          0.993            Trp                     Val                      100%                    NE1 is 3.3Å from Phe255{401}.CE1 (ring stacking); NE1 is 3.6Å from Trp262{408}.CE3

  408     Trp262                                                   16.450          1.188            Trp                     Phe                      100%                    CE3 is 3.6Å from Trp224{368}.NE1; CB is 3.6Å from Phe255{401}.CE1

  746     Ala557                                                   14.967          2.349            Cys                     Leu (79%)                59% Cys                 CB is 3.9Å from Phe494{675}.CE1; CB is 4.3Å from Ile492{673}.CG2

  425     Phe279                                                   12.632          1.870            Phe                     Thr (62%)                94%                     CZ is 4.1Å from Trp224{368}.CH2; CE2 is 10.4Å from 1ZZ.O1

  430     Cys284                                                   11.704          1.815            Cys                     Leu (66%)                82%                     SG is 3.7Å from Trp262{408}.CE3; SG is 4.5Å from Leu263{409}.CG; CB is 4.4Å from Phe323{472}.CZ

  729     Pro540                                                   11.188          2.162            Pro                     Phe (65%)                71%                     O is 2.9Å from Ser543{732}.OG

  390     Leu245                                                   11.000          2.126            Phe                     Gly (78%)                35% Phe\                CD1 is 7.5Å from OZZ.C1; CD1 is 4.0Å from Leu215{358}.CD1; CD1 is 4.7Å from Cys221{365}.SG
                                                                                                                                                     41% Leu                 

  649     Arg469                                                   10.489          1.876            Arg                     Tyr                      59%                     NH2 is 2.8Å from Glu366{516}.OE1; NH2 is 3.2Å from Phe530{719}.O

  675     Phe494                                                   10.094          0.823            Phe                     Val                      100%                    CE2 is 4.2Å from Ile502{688}.CD1; CD2 is 3.6Å from Lys558{747}.CB
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^a^ Residue identity in Ecolifaal.

^b^ Structure PDB ID: 3PBK.

An additional note is that the activity of the Fad32 protein from mycobacteria, an FAAL involved in the synthesis of mycolic acids, is decreased by phosphorylation on Thr552, which is on an accessible loop \[[@pone.0203218.ref080]\]. However, structural alignment (not shown) of *E*. *coli* FAAL (PDB ID: 3PBK) with Fad32 from *M*. *tuberculosis* (PDB ID: 5HM3) revealed that Thr552 in Fad32 is in an insertion motif which is an extended loop not found in other aligned FAALs, and thus has no equivalent index position in our alignment. This suggests that this phosphorylation might be unique to mycobacteria.

Group-specific residues in FadD10s {#sec016}
----------------------------------

Ten residues were found to have the highest Group Entropy scores in the mycobacterial FadD10 long chain fatty acyl-CoA ligase (FadD10) group ([Table 12](#pone.0203218.t012){ref-type="table"}). Complete GEnt results for FadD10s can be found in [S10 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The group-specific residues identified in FadD10s by all methods used are summarized in [S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Examination of residues was done with *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* FadD10 (sequence Myctubfd10; PDB ID: 4IR7). Similar to the FAALs, the residue position number in Myctubfd10 in our alignment is one higher than that of the position in the structural coordinates, which are the position numbers reported here. Only one residue identified by GEnt interacts with the substrate in FadD10s. Trp231{381} lies 3.7Å from the C~ω~ of the bound dodecacyl-adenylate substrate \[[@pone.0203218.ref081]\]. Therefore, Trp231{381} may influence the length of the fatty acid substrate that the enzyme could bind. Although not identified as group specific in Luciferases, a T251S mutation at index 381 improved luminescence with aminoluciferins \[[@pone.0203218.ref082]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}); this change in substrate preference coincides with the residue's important location in the substrate-binding pocket.

10.1371/journal.pone.0203218.t012

###### Group entropy analysis of FadD10s.

![](pone.0203218.t012){#pone.0203218.t012g}

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Index   Residue Identity[^a^](#t012fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Group Entropy   Family Entropy   Highest Group Residue   Highest Family Residue   Conservation in Group   Residue Interactions[^b^](#t012fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  381     Trp231                                                   13.801          0.325            Trp                     Tyr                      100%                    CE3 is 3.7Å from OZZ.C1

  467     Phe305                                                   11.010          0.651            Phe                     Trp                      100%                    CD2 is 3.6Å from Val275{431}.CG1

  395     Gly245                                                   10.229          1.029            Gly                     Met                      100%                    CA is 4.0Å from Gly76{164}.CA; O is 2.9Å from Cys36{118}.N (4ISB)

  620     Val404                                                   10.172          2.303            Val                     Tyr                      100%                    CG1 is 3.8Å from Glu321{490}.CB; CG1 is 3.8Å from Thr322{491}.CG2; CG2 is 3.3Å from Asn384{587}.ND2

  673     Tyr456                                                   9.986           1.476            Tyr                     Ile                      86%                     OH is 3.4Å from Ala529{750}.CB; CD2 is 3.9Å from Ala526{747}.CB; CD1 is 4.2Å from Leu525{746}.CD1; OH is 4.2Å from Val507{728}.CG2

  641     Ser425                                                   9.929           2.621            Ser                     Lys                      100%                    OG is 3.1Å from Glu457{674}.OE1

  587     Asn384                                                   9.846           1.172            Asn                     Ile                      100%                    ND2 is 3.0Å from Ile379{577}.O

  548     Tyr354                                                   9.641           1.739            His                     Ile                      57% His\                OH is 2.9Å from Gly369{564}.O; CB is 3.7Å is Trp403{619}.CZ3; CE2 is 3.8Å from Pro363{560}.CD
                                                                                                                                                     43% Tyr                 

  464     Asp302                                                   9.564           0.951            Asp                     Val                      100%                    OD2 is 3.3Å from Ser272{428}.OG

  672     Cys455                                                   9.564           2.456            Cys                     Val (78%)                100%                    CB is 3.9Å from Val440{656}.CG1; N is 3.0Å from Asp441{657}.OD1; SG is 3.5Å from Pro437{653}.CA
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^a^ Residue identity in Myctubfd10.

^b^ Measurements from 4IR7 structure, unless otherwise noted.

Five other residues from hydrogen bonds within FadD10s. The apoenzyme structure (PDB ID: 4ISB) showed a hydrogen bond between the main chain nitrogen of Cys36{118} and the carbonyl oxygen of Gly245{395}. Ser425{641}, which lies in the linker motif connecting the amino-terminal and carboxy-terminal domains \[[@pone.0203218.ref081]\], forms a hydrogen bond to the side chain carboxylate of Glu457{674}. Asn384{587} and Tyr354{548} both maintain loop structures by forming hydrogen bonds with the main chain carbonyl oxygens of Ile379{577} and Gly369{564}, respectively. The side chain carboxylate of Asp302{464} hydrogen bonds with the hydroxyl of Ser272{428}. The remainder of the residues with the highest Group Entropy scores (Gly245{395}, Phe305{467}, Tyr354{548}, Val404{620}, Cys455{672} and Tyr456{673}) are involved in hydrophobic packing within FadD10s.

Common group-specific positions {#sec017}
-------------------------------

Residue positions with high Group Entropy scores in multiple groups would represent critical sites of evolutionary differences. There were eleven index positions identified by GEnt in multiple groups. Five common group-specific index positions line the active site pocket, including indices 185, 320, 373, 375 and 650. Index 650 had the highest Group Entropy score in three groups: Luciferases, LACSs and ACLs. The residue at this index appears to hydrogen bond to the α-phosphate of the AMP, but in a conformation dependent manner. The side chain of Trp444{650} in LACSs hydrogen bonds to the α-phosphate of the AMP moiety \[[@pone.0203218.ref003]\]. In CBL, an ACL, the side chain of Asn411{650} hydrogen bonds to the α-phosphate of the AMP when the enzyme is in the thioesterification conformation only \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\]. In the *L*. *cruciata* luciferase Gln450{650} was on a surface loop, removed from the active site. It is possible that this structure was in the adenylate-forming conformation, as luciferases do not carry out a thioesterification reaction. The residue at this index position throughout the entire alignment tends to be polar, being asparagine in ACLs, MMCSs, FAALs and FadD10s and arginine in SACSs, MACSs and NRPSs. Although index 650 was the position with the 54^th^ highest Group Entropy score in MACSs, Arg472{650} in human MACS (sequence Homsapacoa) was examined for differences in both adenylation and thioesterification conformations, as structures were available for both. In the thioesterification conformation (PDB ID: 2WD9) the side chain of Arg472{650} was 2.8Å from the bound ibuprofen and formed a hydrogen bond (3.1Å) from the side chain hydroxyl of the conserved Thr221{322}. Also seen in the thioesterification conformation is a conserved interdomain salt bridge between Arg472{650} and Glu365{490}, which serves to block further ATP binding \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. In the adenylation conformation of human MACS (PDB ID: 3DAY) a new interdomain salt bridge is formed between Arg472{650} and Glu407{572}, which lies right beside the invariant Gly408{573}.

Index 373 was identified by GEnt in NRPSs, MACSs and ACLs. Histidine is 65% conserved in the entire alignment at index 373. In NRPSs Phe234{373} forms part of the active site pocket near the α-phosphate. In CBL His207{373} binds to the acid anhydride bond that connects the AMP and 4-chlorobenzoate moieties \[[@pone.0203218.ref021]\]. As inferred by studying a H207A mutant, the side chain of His207{373} also interacts with the 4-chlorobenzoate during the first part of the reaction \[[@pone.0203218.ref022]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). In human MACS Trp265{373} acts to narrow the pantetheine channel in the thioesterification conformation, which in turn directs the thiol of the CoA substrate to the correct position for nucleophilic attack on the fatty acyl-adenylate intermediate \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Thus, the residue at index 373 lies near the actual site of adenylate bond formation during catalysis.

Index 320 was identified by GEnt in LACSs and MACSs, and was also identified by the majority of other methods used to determine group-specific residues in ACLs and FAALs ([S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the entire alignment the residue at index 320 tends to be aliphatic. In the groups noted the residue at index 320 is involved in hydrophobic packing. In ACLs Phe159{320} contributes to hydrophobic packing. Ala182{320} in *T*. *thermophilus* LACS is 5.7Å from the bound ANP and hydrophobically contacts Tyr196{334}, also identified by GEnt in LACSs. Tyr219{320} in human MACS contacts Ile266{374}, which forms the left pocket wall in the active site \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. In FAALs Gln182{320} is nearly 7Å from the bound dodecanoyl-AMP. Hence, this position contributes to the active site shape.

Index 185, identified by GEnt in MACSs and SACSs, has enzyme-specific functions. In *S*. *enterica* SACS Phe163{185} hydrophobically contacts the adenine ring of the bound CoA cofactor in the active site pocket \[[@pone.0203218.ref010]\]. In human MACS the hydroxyl of Thr137{185} forms an intradomain hydrogen bond with the side chain carboxylate of Asp262{370} during thioesterification, but makes interdomain hydrophobic contact with Val554{737} in the adenylation conformation \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Luciferases, ACLs, LACSs and FadD10s tend to have an asparagine at this index position.

Index 375, identified by GEnt in MACSs and MMCSs, lines the hydrophobic pocket wall of the active site where substrates bind in both groups. In human MACS Leu267{375} lines the left pocket wall and also contacts the butyryl-CoA near the sulfur atom in the thioesterification conformation \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. In *S*. *coelicolor* MMCS His189{375} lines the active site pocket and contacts of the bound MCA product \[[@pone.0203218.ref079]\]. His209{375} in *R*. *palustris* MMCS hydrogen bonds with Ser277{457} and also makes hydrophobic contact with Met486{738} and Arg299{485}, all of which were also identified by GEnt. These three residues contacted by His209{375} all play important roles in MMCSs (noted above). Although not identified as group specific in Luciferases, a F247S mutant at index 375 in *Photinus pyralis* luciferase increased light output with aminoluciferin, but with a high K~m~ value \[[@pone.0203218.ref082]\] ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}), indicating that it lies close to the substrate.

The residue at index 654, identified by GEnt in ACLs, MACSs, and NRPSs, forms bonds to maintain the structure of these enzymes. Though MACSs mostly have a phenylalanine at index 654, Ser476{654} in human MACS hydrogen bonds with the main chain nitrogen of Gly226{337}, which lies next to several residues that contact the bound APC molecule \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. The hydroxyl of Ser415{654} in CBL hydrogen bonds to the main chain carbonyl oxygen of Thr164{325}. In *B*. *brevis* gramicidin synthetase, a NRPS, Glu443{654} hydrogen bonds to the main chain nitrogen of the invariant Arg428{639} and the side chain of Asn431{642}.

Five additional common group-specific index positions, indices 465, 643, 652, 721 and 729, are involved in hydrophobic interactions within most enzymes. Index 721 in the carboxyl-terminal domain had high Group Entropy scores in both Luciferases and LACSs. In most groups, the residue at index 721 tends to be a hydrophobic residue. In Luciferases Lys512{721} forms a salt bridge with the side chain carboxylate of Glu455{655} on the enzyme surface. In LACSs Trp505{721} contributes to hydrophobic packing. As index 721 lies in the carboxy-terminal domain, it is possible that the binding contacts for this residue might also change upon a shift in domain alternation. In human MACS the C~α~ of Tyr538{721} is 3.6Å from the O4 position of the bound butyryl-CoA in the 3EQ6 structure \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Thus, it may also play a role in coenzyme A binding.

Index 652 was identified by GEnt in NRPSs and Luciferases, and was also identified by the majority of other methods used to determine group-specific residues in ACLs, FAALs and MACSs ([S1 Dataset](#pone.0203218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The residue at index 652 appears important to maintain enzyme structure, though through different mechanisms depending upon the enzyme. Index 652 is in a turn in the enzyme structure. Pro452{652} in Luciferases may be important for the structure of the loop containing Gln450{650}, also identified by GEnt in Luciferases. Proline at this position is unique to Luciferases. In MACS Gly474{652} also contributes to the structure of this turn. However, in NRPSs and ACLs the residue at index 652 forms a hydrogen bond. In NRPSs Glu441{652} forms a hydrogen bond to Gln414{625}. In ACLs the carbonyl oxygen of the conserved Thr164{325} forms a hydrogen bond to His413{652} during the thioesterification conformation \[[@pone.0203218.ref021]\]. In FAALs Trp472{652} is involved in hydrophobic packing.

Index 643 was identified by GEnt in NRPSs and ACLs. In the entire alignment, the residue at index 643 also tends to be aliphatic. In CBL Met404{643} contributes to hydrophobic packing. In gramicidin synthetase NRPS Gln432{643} hydrogen bonds with Gln414{625}, which is also contacted by Glu441{652} noted above. These interactions appear to be unique to NRPSs.

Index 465 was identified by GEnt in SACSs and MMCSs. In *S*. *enterica* SACS Trp395{465} contributes to hydrophobic packing. The side chain of His269{465} in *S*. *coelicolor* MMCS forms a salt bridge to Glu282{484}, which is close to the amino group of the bound AMP adenosine \[[@pone.0203218.ref079]\]. In both groups the residue at index 465 makes hydrophobic contact with the residue at index 534 and also contacts the residue at index 482.

Index 729, which is a 65% conserved phenylalanine in the entire alignment, was identified by GEnt in SACSs and FAALs. In *E*. *coli* FAAL Pro540{729} contributes to the structure of a surface loop and forms a hydrogen bond to Ser543{732}. In *S*. *enterica* SACS Trp598{729} is involved in hydrophobic packing.

Discussion {#sec018}
==========

This project aligned a total of 374 amino acid sequences of class I adenylate-forming enzymes. Five residue positions were invariant, with 22 additional residues conserved in at least 80% of all of the aligned sequences, and 56 more residues conserved in at least 60%. Many of these residues have been studied by site-directed mutagenesis in several groups ([Table 2](#pone.0203218.t002){ref-type="table"}). A threonine at index 322 and glutamate at index 490 coordinate the Mg^2+^ ion. Several highly conserved residues coordinate the AMP/ATP molecule, including indices 323, 457, 486, 489, 624, 639 and 740. Thirteen conserved positions, including indices 142, 145, 157, 325, 326, 329, 424, 456, 487, 573, 632, 686 and 734, contribute to hydrophobic packing within the enzyme. Five conserved residues at indices 321, 330, 591, 655 and 657 form hydrogen bonds or salt bridges that maintain enzyme folding. Four conserved residues at indices 465, 486, 487 and 489 line in the fatty acid-binding pocket of *T*. *thermophilus* LACS. A high proportion of the conserved residues were glycines, a phenomenon seen in several other enzyme families \[[@pone.0203218.ref038], [@pone.0203218.ref065]--[@pone.0203218.ref068]\]. These conserved residues are responsible for structural and functional aspects common to all superfamily members, such as magnesium and ATP binding, and hydrophobic packing.

Ten highly conserved sequence motifs were identified, half of which had been previously identified in the adenylation domain of NRPSs \[[@pone.0203218.ref070]\]. Motifs 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10 line the active site of *T*. *thermophilus* LACS. Motif 1 encompasses the linker (L) motif that connects the two domains. Motif 3 includes the P-loop in the phosphate-binding site. The adenine (A) motif that interacts with the adenine of AMP was not found in the ten motifs identified. Most sequence hits from a MAST search of a protein database using the motifs were adenylate-forming enzymes, including D-alanine-D-alanyl carrier protein ligase which was not included in this project. Two enzymes also identified by the MAST search were cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase and phenylalanine racemase, but they did not show functional similarities to adenylate-forming enzymes.

Phylogenetic analysis verified nine distinct groups of class I adenylate-forming enzymes, which were then used to identify group-specific residues. Surprisingly, all of the ACSs (SACSs, MACSs and LACSs) were not on adjacent clades, with LACSs being more related to Luciferases than the other ACSs. FAALs and NRPSs are located on neighboring clades. Both groups attach the reaction intermediate to a carrier protein, rather than CoA.

Group entropy analysis, as well as other methods, were employed to determine the residues unique to each group. Unlike the residue positions conserved in the entire alignment, these group-specific positions are responsible for unique structural interactions or functional differences in each group. Eleven index positions identified by GEnt in multiple groups represent important sites of evolutionary differences. These common index positions include indices 185, 320, 373, 375 and 465 from the amino-terminal domain, index 643 from the linker motif, and indices 650, 652, 654, 721 and 729 from the carboxyl-terminal domain. Five common group-specific index positions line the active site pocket, including indices 185, 320, 373, 375 and 650. The residue at index 650 interacts with the α-phosphate of AMP \[[@pone.0203218.ref003],[@pone.0203218.ref022]\], while the residue at index 373 lies where the acid anhydride bond between AMP and the substrate occurs \[[@pone.0203218.ref005],[@pone.0203218.ref021],[@pone.0203218.ref022]\]. Index 320 contributes to the shape the active site pocket \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. The residue at index 185 interacts with coenzyme A \[[@pone.0203218.ref010]\], while the residue at index 375 interacts with the CoA-bound product \[[@pone.0203218.ref005],[@pone.0203218.ref079]\]. Index 721 also contacts the butyryl-CoA in human MACS \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. These positions are likely responsible for differences in catalytic function or substrate preference.

The residue at index 654 forms group-specific hydrogen bonds. Six common group-specific index positions, indices 320, 465, 643, 652, 721 and 729, are involved in hydrophobic interactions within most enzymes. In addition, four of these six positions (465, 643, 652 and 721) also participate in unique hydrogen bonds or salt bridges in specific families. These positions are critical for the unique structural differences in each enzyme group. While most of the residues conserved throughout the entire superfamily are found throughout the structure and specifically near the bound AMP, which is utilized by all members of the superfamily, several of the common group-specific residues lie closer to the substrate and coenzyme A molecules ([Fig 7](#pone.0203218.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

![Conservations in 4-Chlorobenzoyl:CoA ligase from *Alcaligenes* (PDB ID: 3CW9).\
Residues conserved throughout the entire superfamily are highlighted red and the eleven common group-specific positions are highlighted green. Also shown is 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA in orange, AMP in yellow and Mg^2+^ in blue. While the AMP is surrounded by more overall conserved residues (red), the 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA molecule is surrounded by more group-specific conservations (green).](pone.0203218.g007){#pone.0203218.g007}

Additionally, there are three index positions identified by GEnt in specific groups, not common to multiple groups, that might influence the length of the fatty acid substrate. A glycine is conserved at index 487 in all groups aligned except SACSs. In SACSs a large tryptophan at index 487 necessitates a smaller fatty acid chain to bind \[[@pone.0203218.ref010]\], while in MACSs and LACSs a glycine at index 487 allows for longer chain fatty acids to bind \[[@pone.0203218.ref005]\]. Second, index 390 is a 78% conserved glycine within the entire alignment. However, in FAALs the residue at index 390 is a leucine that is 7.5Å from the C~ω~ of the bound dodecanoyl-AMP molecule, possibly restricting the length of the fatty acid in this group. Lastly, a tryptophan at index 381 is 3.7Å from the C~ω~ of the bound dodecanoyl-AMP substrate in FadD10s \[[@pone.0203218.ref081]\]. The amino acid composition at index 381, however, is variable in the different groups aligned. The group-specific conservations identified here, as well as the positions conserved in the entire superfamily, could serve as interesting targets for site-directed mutagenesis by other researchers.
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